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Digital Cyber and OpenSymmetry Announce Strategic Partnership to
Accelerate Delivery of Anaplan “Customer-first” Connected Planning
Solutions

Digital Cyber and OpenSymmetry team up to help customers make informed decisions and
drive a faster, more effective planning process using Anaplan.

DALLAS (PRWEB) March 06, 2018 -- Digital Cyber, a next-generation services, software, and consulting
company focused on business process automation (BPA), today announced a strategic partnership with
OpenSymmetry, a global consulting company that specializes in the planning, implementation, and
management of sales performance management (SPM) solutions. These companies will team up to deliver on
Anaplan’s customer-first initiative. This initiative centers on exceeding customer needs and expectations while
providing accelerated delivery of strategic planning solutions on the Anaplan cloud platform, a widely-
recognized leader in the SPM software market.

“Digital Cyber and OpenSymmetry bring together decades of expertise in delivering strategic, business-
impacting solutions,” said Anthony Hutchins, CEO of OpenSymmetry. “As a longstanding Anaplan partner,
this partnership with Digital Cyber will help us extend our reach to a broader audience and expand the Anaplan
use cases currently supported by OpenSymmetry.”

To align with Anaplan’s innovative approach, Digital Cyber employs a connected planning methodology to
move organizations’ collective time, resources, and energy from functional activities to high-value activities
that produce a greater business impact. This empowers customers to make informed decisions and drive faster,
more effective planning processes.

“Transformational business leaders are rapidly embracing connected planning to better control their own
business destiny through increased speed and reduced risk of complex decisions. By teaming with
OpenSymmetry, Digital Cyber will provide customers seeking to deploy Anaplan with an accelerated,
customer-first connected planning journey,” said Ray Wolf, CEO of Digital Cyber. “Our expertise combined
with our purpose-built solutions, designed around business outcomes, will provide our customers with a unique
competitive edge in the marketplace.”

About Digital Cyber

Digital Cyber is a next generation services, software, and consulting company focused on business process
automation. Our mission is to help our clients thrive, grow, and transform their businesses through connected
planning, the democratization of data, and freeing up their time and energy. Digital Cyber is headquartered in
Dallas and works with clients throughout the U.S.

About OpenSymmetry

OpenSymmetry is a global consulting company that specializes in the planning, implementation and
management of sales performance management solutions supported by the industry’s leading technology
suppliers. Since 2004, OpenSymmetry has enabled its customers, ranging in size and industry, to achieve
greater operational efficiency and get better sales results. OpenSymmetry is headquartered in Austin, Texas,
with offices in London, Chennai and Pune. To learn more, visit opensymmetry.com.
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Contact Information
Jennifer Watson
OpenSymmetry
http://https://opensymmetry.com
+1 8172294403

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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